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PERSPECTIVE
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Steady-state erythropoiesis generates new erythrocytes at a constant rate, and it has
enormous productive capacity. This production is balanced by the removal of senescent
erythrocytes by macrophages in the spleen and liver. Erythroid homeostasis is highly
regulated to maintain sufficient erythrocytes for efficient oxygen delivery to the tissues,
while avoiding viscosity problems associated with overproduction. However, there are
times when this constant production of erythrocytes is inhibited or is inadequate; at
these times, erythroid output is increased to compensate for the loss of production. In
some cases, increased steady-state erythropoiesis can offset the loss of erythrocytes but,
in response to inflammation caused by infection or tissue damage, steady-state erythropoiesis is inhibited. To maintain homeostasis under these conditions, an alternative
stress erythropoiesis pathway is activated. Emerging data suggest that the bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4)-dependent stress erythropoiesis pathway is integrated
into the inflammatory response and generates a bolus of new erythrocytes that maintain homeostasis until steady-state erythropoiesis can resume. In this perspective, we
define the mechanisms that generate new erythrocytes when steady-state erythropoiesis is
impaired and discuss experimental models to study human stress erythropoiesis. © 2020
ISEH – Society for Hematology and Stem Cells. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.

Steady-state erythropoiesis has an enormous capacity to
generate new erythrocytes. It is estimated that adult
humans produce 2.5 £ 106 erythrocytes per second
[1,2]. However, this production is offset by the turnover of senescent erythrocytes in the spleen and liver
[3]. Production and turnover are finely balanced to
maintain oxygen delivery to the tissues while avoiding
problems with blood viscosity associated with overproduction. Steady-state erythroid progenitors are derived
from immature megakaryocyte erythroid progenitors
and multipotential myeloid progenitors [4−9]. They
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develop in close proximity with macrophages in a specialized niche referred to as an erythroblastic island
(EBI) [10−13]. These structures are conserved between
rodents and humans [2,14]. Despite the capacity of
steady-state erythropoiesis to produce erythrocytes,
there are times when it is unable maintain erythroid
homeostasis. Simple blood loss can lead to increased
steady-state erythropoiesis, but the situation is more
complex when inflammation caused by infection or tissue damage inhibits steady-state erythropoiesis. At
these times, an alternative erythropoiesis pathway is
required and the bone morphogenetic protein 4
(BMP4)-dependent stress erythropoiesis pathway predominates (for review, see [15,16]). BMP4-dependent
stress erythropoiesis has a different strategy than
steady-state erythropoiesis. Instead of constantly producing new erythrocytes, the stress erythron produces a
bolus of new erythrocytes to maintain homeostasis until
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steady-state erythropoiesis can resume normal erythroid
output [17−21]. In this perspective, we outline the
characteristics of the BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis pathway and discuss the utility of different
experimental systems to model human stress erythropoiesis.
Stress erythropoiesis is a stem cell-based tissue
regeneration response
Stress erythropoiesis is a catchall phrase that describes
the increase in erythroid output in response to anemic
stress. However, this response is more than just
increasing steady-state erythropoiesis. Early studies in
mice analyzed the recovery from phenylhydrazine
(PHZ)-induced acute hemolytic anemia. These data
suggested that bone marrow steady-state erythroid progenitors migrated to the spleen, where they differentiated in response to the increased serum erythropoietin
(Epo) levels induced by tissue hypoxia [22−24]. Subsequent analysis of mouse strains with mutations that
impair stress erythropoiesis revealed that this model
was incorrect [19−21]. The increase in erythropoiesis
during recovery came from progenitor cells that were
distinct from steady-state erythroid progenitors and
whose development was regulated by many signals that
are not involved in the development of steady-state
erythroid cells. Analysis of flexed-tail (f) mutant mice
established a role for BMP4 signaling in the recovery
from anemia, and for the purposes of this review we
refer to this response as BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis [19]. Before we discuss the mechanisms that
regulate this pathway, we need to define the differences
between BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis and
increased steady-state erythropoiesis. The BMP4dependent pathway is best understood in mice, and our
discussion of the mechanisms that regulate this process
will focus on those data. Pro-inflammatory cytokines
and alarmins inhibit steady-state erythropoiesis and
promote myelopoiesis, to drive the development of
myeloid effector cells [25−32]. To compensate for the
loss of steady-state erythropoiesis, BMP4-dependent
stress erythropoiesis is induced. Unlike steady-state
erythropoiesis, inflammatory signals act as inducers of
this pathway [17]. In mice, the BMP4-dependent stress
erythropoiesis pathway is extramedullary, occurring in
the adult spleen and liver [33]. In response to PHZinduced anemia, a population of stress burst-forming
units erythroid (BFU-E) is expanded in the spleen,
while at the same time the production of steady-state
BFU-E in the bone marrow decreases [19]. This switch
in erythroid production from steady-state erythropoiesis
to BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis is a common
feature of experimental anemias induced by diverse
treatments ranging from PHZ injection to models of
sterile inflammation [17−19,34]. In contrast to these

treatments, many researchers use treatment with erythropoietin (Epo) to induce stress erythropoiesis, often
referred to as Epo stress. Treatment with Epo does not
induce the BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis pathway. Although some articles have reported increased
erythropoiesis in the spleens of mice treated with Epo,
this observation is due to the differentiation of committed late-stage erythroid progenitors (colony-forming
units erythroid [CFU-E] and erythroblasts) in the
spleen and not BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis
[35]. In addition, Epo treatment skews steady-state
hematopoiesis to favor erythropoiesis by increasing the
commitment of immature progenitors to the erythroid
lineage. In many ways, the action of Epo is the opposite of the action of pro-inflammatory cytokines
(Figure 1), as Epo increases steady-state erythropoiesis
while decreasing steady-state myelopoiesis [5,36,37].
The role for Epo in increasing steady-state erythropoiesis is also observed in phlebotomy-induced anemia.
Careful phlebotomy does not induce substantial tissue
damage and inflammation and is a weak inducer of the
BMP4-dependent pathway.
The primary differences between these processes are
in the progenitor cells, the signals that regulate their
proliferation and commitment to differentiation, and
the niche where BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis
occurs. As described above, in mice, BMP4-dependent
stress erythropoiesis is extramedullary. In general,
stress erythropoiesis is often referred to as splenic
erythropoiesis. This characterization is misleading.
Fully grown adult mice (>8−10 weeks old) exhibit little steady-state erythropoiesis in the spleen, but in
response to inflammatory stress, the spleen is the primary site of BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis.
However, splenectomized mice are equally capable of
responding to anemic stress. In this case, the liver
becomes the site of BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis. Despite the change in site, liver stress erythropoiesis utilizes the same signals and progenitor cells that
are observed in the spleen [33]. Because of these
observations, BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis
can be thought of as extra-medullary. Although this
pathway is conserved in humans, it has not been established that human BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis occurs in the spleen. Extramedullary erythropoiesis
is observed in many pathological conditions such as
anemia, malignancy, and infection, but the role of the
BMP4-dependent pathway in these situations has not
been investigated [38−43].
The origin and development of immature progenitors
are major differences between steady-state and BMP4dependent stress erythropoiesis. Steady-state erythroid progenitors are derived from multipotential progenitors that
adopt the erythroid fate. The direct precursor of erythroid
progenitor cells is a megakaryocyte−erythroid progenitor
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Figure 1. Schematic of alternate responses to anemia. Left: Steady-state erythropoiesis is increased by increased levels of Epo. Right: Inflammation compromises steady-state erythropoiesis, which leads to activation of the BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis pathway. The megakaryocyte pathway is not shown to simplify the diagram.

(MEP) [7,8]. In contrast, stress erythroid progenitors are
derived from short-term hematopoietic stem cells (STHSCs) that are characterized as CD34+Kit+Sca1+Lineageneg18
[44]. In the bone marrow, these cells have the potential
to generate all cell lineages; however, upon homing to the
spleen, signals in the splenic micro-environment commit
these cells to the erythroid lineage. The key signals in this
commitment step are hedgehog and BMP4 [21]. It is most
likely Indian hedgehog (Ihh) that regulates this commitment, as Sonic hedgehog (Shh) is not expressed in the red
pulp of the spleen and Desert hedgehog (Dhh) appears to
have a negative effect on stress erythropoiesis [45]. Hedgehog signaling induces ST-HSCs to express BMP4, and it is
the two signals acting together that is required for the specification of the stress erythroid lineage. Mutations in the
hedgehog signaling pathway do not affect steady-state
erythropoiesis. In contrast, loss of hedgehog signaling prevents maintenance of the BMP4-dependent pathway. In
response to PHZ-induced anemia, the BMP4-dependent
pathway generates new erythrocytes over the 7-day recovery
period. After this initial red blood cell (RBC) generation, it
takes 21 days before the mouse can respond again to a second anemic challenge. Mutations in hedgehog signaling
completely inhibit the regeneration of the pathway, preventing subsequent responses to anemia. Furthermore, activation
of hedgehog signaling in the bone marrow leads to the
development of stress progenitors, suggesting that the
compartmentalization of hedgehog signaling restricts stress
erythropoiesis to extramedullary sites [21].

Although BMP4 and Hedgehog signals restrict the
ST-HSCs to the stress erythroid lineage, the immature
stress erythroid progenitors (SEPs) maintain stem cell
properties. Immature SEPs can be broken down into
three populations based on their expression of Kit,
Sca1, CD34, and CD133 (Figure 2A) [18,44]. All three
of these populations retain their ability to self-renew
and can be serially transplanted [18,44]. Following
lineage restriction, the SEPs proliferate, but do not differentiate, which generates a transient amplifying population of progenitor cells. This stage in development is
characterized by the expression of stem cell markers
and a lack of expression of the erythroid program. This
amplification step is necessary to generate enough progenitors so that when they differentiate, sufficient
erythrocytes will be made to maintain homeostasis until
steady-state erythropoiesis can resume. The signals that
drive this expansion include growth and differentiation
factor 15 (GDF15) and canonical Wnt signaling
[46,47]. Mutations in either of these pathways impair
the expansion of immature SEPs but have little effect
on steady-state erythropoiesis [47,48]. In addition, Kit
receptor and its ligand stem cell factor (SCF) are
required for the proliferation of immature SEPs. Mutations in the Kit receptor impair the proliferation of
immature SEPs to the point that mice with severe lossof-function alleles of Kit lack SEPs in the spleen [20].
However, unlike mutations GDF15 and the Wnt signaling pathway, mutation of Kit or SCF exhibit a
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Figure 2. Model of BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis. (A) Schematic of the four steps from migration of ST-HSCs into the spleen to terminal differentiation. After specification, the status of Epo receptor expression in the SEPs is indicated. Cell surface markers that identify the populations of SEPs are shown. KSL=Kit+Sca1+Lineage−. The signals known to participate at each stage are indicated below. (B) Schematic of the
development of the stress erythropoiesis niche in the spleen.

macrocytic anemia, indicating a need for this signaling
pathway in both steady-state and BMP4-dependent
stress erythropoiesis [49]. The expansion of immature
SEPs is followed by a transition to differentiation. At
this stage during their development, the proliferating
immature populations of SEPs acquire the ability to
differentiate and initiate the erythroid gene expression
program. The progenitors lose their ability to self-

renew and can no longer be serially transplanted. The
signal that drives this transition is Epo, but in this
instance Epo is not acting on erythroid progenitor cells
(as it would during terminal differentiation), but rather
on macrophages in the micro-environment. Epo signaling alters the signals generated by the macrophages,
inhibiting the expression of Wnt factors, which promote proliferation and increasing the production of
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prostaglandins (PGJ2 and PGE2), which promote differentiation [44,46]. During this transition, SEPs lose the
expression of stem cell markers and start expressing
the Epo receptor, which drives terminal differentiation.
Other signals that contribute to this transition include
corticosteroids that act through the glucocorticoid
receptor, which promote the expansion of the population of committed erythroid progenitors. Mutation of
the glucocorticoid receptor impairs stress erythropoiesis
at this stage. Corticosteroids work in concert with
secreted SCF to drive the proliferation of committed
progenitor cells [50−57].
In both steady-state and stress erythropoiesis, BFU-E
represent the most immature committed erythroid progenitor as defined by colony assays. Stress BFU-E differ from steady-state BFU-E in that they can form
BFU-E colonies in medium containing only Epo. Maximal stress BFU-E production is observed when cells
are plated with Epo, BMP4, and SCF at 2% O2
[19,20,44]. When compared with bone marrow steadystate BFU-E, stress BFU-E generate larger colonies,
which is consistent with stress BFU-E having a greater
capacity to generate new erythrocytes [19,20]. Despite
these differences, the generation of erythrocytes from
CFU-E and erythroblasts in both steady state and the
BMP4-dependent pathway require the same genes regulated by key erythroid transcription factors like Gata1,
Scl, and Klf1 [58]. The only difference is that Kit
receptor expression is maintained in stress erythroblasts
[20].
Similar to all types of hematopoiesis, BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis relies on interactions with the
micro-environment. During each of the stages of stress
erythropoiesis, SEPs interact with monocytes and macrophages in the micro-environment. Eliminating macrophages in vivo or in vitro blocks the development of
SEPs [17,44,59,60]. The interaction between macrophages and developing erythroid progenitors is a common theme observed in both steady-state and BMP4dependent stress erythropoiesis. These interactions are
mediated by adhesion molecules that are expressed by
macrophages in both the bone marrow and the spleen.
However, mutations revealed that certain adhesion molecules have a greater role in stress erythropoiesis while
others function in steady-state erythropoiesis [61,62].
For example, the a4 integrin mutation exhibits little
effect in steady-state erythropoiesis but exhibits a
delayed recovery from PHZ-induced acute anemia
[61,62]. In contrast, mutation of Maea leads to a defect
in steady-state erythropoiesis that is compensated by
stress erythropoiesis [63]. The roles of adhesion molecules in regulating BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis are complicated by the nature of the adhesion
molecules that can function as heterodimers, such as
a4b1 and a5b1 integrins or monomers such as Maea
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and their interactions, which can be homotypic like
Maea−Maea or heterotypic like a4b1−Vcam1 (for discussion of this complexity, see [64]). In addition to
these adhesive interactions, signaling in macrophages
plays a key role in regulating SEP development. As
described above, Epo signaling in macrophages induces
a change in the signals from those that promote proliferation to those that promote differentiation. Macrophages within steady-state erythroblastic islands also
express the Epo receptor, but the effects of Epo-dependent signaling in steady-state EBI macrophages are not
known and do not appear to increase prostaglandin production as observed in the spleen [65].
Not only are the signals from the micro-environment
and the interaction between progenitors and macrophages in EBIs different in stress erythropoiesis, the
development of the niche is different. Steady-state
erythropoiesis maintains EBIs in the bone marrow for
constant production of erythrocytes [2,66−69]; however, the splenic stress erythropoiesis niche is induced
by inflammation and develops in concert with SEPs
[70]. The pro-inflammatory signals that inhibit bone
marrow erythropoiesis play two roles in stress erythropoiesis. They promote SEP proliferation and the
recruitment of monocytes into the spleen to form the
niche [47,70]. Monocytes mature into macrophages as
SEPs proliferate and transition to stress BFU-E, which
illustrates the coordinate development of progenitors
and the splenic stress erythropoiesis niche (Figure 2B).
In addition to monocytes and macrophages, the development of the stress erythropoiesis niche also includes
other elements. Type 1 conventional dendritic cells and
monocytes are derived from a common progenitor [71].
These dendritic cells are recruited into the niche and
play a key role in stress erythropoiesis [70]. They
express SCF, and loss of the niche population of dendritic cells impairs recovery from anemia [72].
Although infection or tissue damage increases proinflammatory cytokine production, which skews hematopoiesis toward the production of myeloid effector
cells and inhibits steady-state erythropoiesis, these signals lead to increased production and mobilization of
monocytes and dendritic cells, which subsequently
home to the spleen, leading to the development of the
stress erythroid niche [17,27,28,70,73−75]. In addition,
inflammation induces the production of corticosteroids
by the adrenal gland, which act on this niche to promote the maturation monocytes into EBI macrophages
[76−78]. This tight coordination of signals coupled
with tissue-specific responses to inflammatory signals
ensures that the mobilization of the immune response
is robust without compromising erythroid homeostasis.
The role of inflammation in regulating stress erythropoiesis is similar to other tissue regeneration
responses. For example, transient inflammation initiates
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regeneration following injury in the intestinal epithelium and in skeletal muscle. In these systems, the
recruitment of monocytes and macrophages into the
sites of injury provides key signals to promote the
expansion and differentiation of tissue-resident stem
cells to repair these tissues [79]. Similar to BMP4dependent stress erythropoiesis, pro-inflammatory
micro-environments are associated with the expansion
of immature progenitors, while anti-inflammatory or
pro-resolving signals are associated with differentiation. This reliance on resolution of inflammatory signals for terminal differentiation provides a basis for the
observation that chronic inflammation impairs regeneration [79−82]. In erythropoiesis, chronic inflammation
leads to anemia. Many of these chronic anemias,
including sickle cell disease, hemolytic anemia, and
the anemia of chronic disease (ACD), have underlying
inflammatory components that may contribute to the
pathology of the anemia [83]. Hemolysis releases
hemoglobin and heme that become pro-inflammatory
mediators, while, in the case of ACD, infections and
tissue damage induce inflammatory responses that
inhibit steady-state erythropoiesis [83−85]. Inflammatory signals also increase hepcidin production leading
to the sequestration of iron and act on phagocytes,
increasing their turnover of erythrocytes [86−88]. Resolution of the underlying cause of inflammation is the
best way to treat ACD. In mouse models of sterile
inflammatory disease, the mice develop anemia. The
BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis pathway is
active in these models and promotes the initial recovery from the anemia; however, the mice develop generalized inflammatory disease, which leads to a relapsing
anemia [17]. These data highlight a weakness of this
regenerative pathway. Unlike the constant production
of steady-state erythropoiesis, BMP4-dependent stress
erythropoiesis makes a bolus of erythrocytes and then
must start over to generate a second wave of erythrocytes. Because of this strategy, chronic inflammatory
stress presents a problem for the BMP4-dependent
stress erythropoiesis pathway. Constant pro-inflammatory signals prevent the transition to differentiation by
maintaining a pro-proliferation micro-environment,
which limits erythrocyte production and erodes the
ability of this pathway to increase erythroid production
to maintain homeostasis.
Model systems to study stress erythropoiesis
The goal of studying stress erythropoiesis in model
organisms is to exploit the experimental advantages of
these systems to understand the process in humans in
sufficient detail that we can then develop new therapies
for human anemia. The vulnerability of model systems
will always be in how well the mechanisms that regulate stress erythropoiesis in a model organism are

conserved in human stress erythropoiesis. It is difficult
to answer this question because human stress erythropoiesis is not easily studied. As mentioned above, most
of what we know about BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis has come from the study of mice. When comparative studies were done, the data from these studies
revealed that BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis
was highly conserved between mouse and human. Later
in this section, we discuss the data on murine and rat
systems and how they compare with data on human
stress erythropoiesis.
Because of experimental imitations, the study of
human erythropoiesis has been limited to studying anemic patients, which are observational data, while the
culture of primary erythroid progenitors isolated from
patients or generated from CD34+ cells isolated from
cord blood, bone marrow, or peripheral blood has
yielded more mechanistic data. Although cultures of
purified CD34+ cells have been useful in studying
human steady-state erythropoiesis, stress erythropoiesis
is more complex and includes interactions between progenitor cells and a complex micro-environment and
niche. From the study of murine stress erythropoiesis,
we developed a model for BMP4-dependent stress
erythropoiesis (Figure 2) [19,20]. This model is recapitulated in an in vitro culture system that uses unfractionated bone marrow cells cultured in medium
containing BMP4, Shh, GDF15, SCF, and Epo [44].
This culture generates a monocyte-derived macrophage
micro-environment. By manipulating the factors in the
medium, we can separate the expansion phase from the
differentiation phase. During the expansion phase, the
medium lacks Epo, and the immature SEP populations
are generated. These in vitro-generated SEPs are transplantable, providing erythroid short-term radioprotection, exhibit self-renewal in vivo, but are erythroid
restricted. Addition of Epo to the medium results in
changes in the micro-environment that promote a transition of SEPs from self-renewing stem cell-like progenitors to committed erythroid progenitors. This
culture system has been invaluable for the study of
stress erythropoiesis and the results obtained in vitro
correlate with in vivo models. A major strength of this
culture system is that it can be applied to human bone
marrow [44]. Analysis of human bone marrow cultures
revealed that they required the same growth factors
and generated a similar series of SEP populations with
the exception that Sca1 was not a marker for the
human SEPs. Manipulating these cultures has provided
an experimental platform to dissect the BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis pathway in humans. Human
cultures form the same monocyte-derived macrophage
stromal layer that supports the proliferation and differentiation of SEPs. The response of macrophages in the
niche is conserved between humans and mice. The
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comparison of in vitro−generated human SEPs with
previously identified human stress erythroid progenitors
isolated from the peripheral blood of anemic patients
revealed that the in vitro-derived SEPs exhibited the
characteristics of patient-derived progenitors. Human
stress erythropoiesis is associated with the expression
of fetal hemoglobin (HbF). Gamma (g) globin, which
replaces b-globin in HbF is silenced in adults through
the action of the BCL11A repressor complex [89−91].
Healthy adults usually exhibit 1%−5% HbF+ cells in
circulation [92,93]. However, in response to anemia
and bone marrow transplant, the percentage of HbF+
cells increases, which suggests that stress erythropoiesis may reactivate the fetal erythroid program [94,95].
The increase in HbF+ cells is also observed when anemia is induced in nonhuman primates [96]. The source
of these HbF+ erythrocytes is unclear, but analysis of
erythroid progenitors in thalassemia and sickle cell disease patients identified CD34+KIT+ progenitors that
also expressed CD235a. These cells, when cultured in
vitro, gave rise to HbF+ erythrocytes [97,98]. CD34,
KIT, and CD235a (mouse Ter119) are markers
observed on murine and human BMP4-dependent SEPs.
In vitro-derived human SEPs express low levels of
BCL11a, which leads to high levels of g-globin and
HbF. Similarly, murine SEPs do not express Bcl11a
and exhibit higher levels of ey- and bh1-globin [44].
Comparison of the properties of human and murine
SEPs generated in vitro with those of SEPs isolated
from anemic patients underscores the conservation of
BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis in mouse and
human.
In vivo analysis of BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis in mice has relied primarily on two experimental systems, erythroid short-term radioprotection (STR)
after bone marrow transplant and PHZ-induced acute
hemolytic anemia [34]. After transplant, erythroid STR
is maintained by stress erythropoiesis, which generates
erythrocytes in the first 2 weeks after transplant, maintaining erythroid homeostasis until donor stem cells
can engraft and begin steady-state erythropoiesis
[18,47]. Erythroid STR is a powerful system to analyze
the development of SEPs and the stress erythropoiesis
niche in the spleen. The role of the BMP4-dependent
stress erythropoiesis pathway in generating new erythrocytes after stem cell transplant in humans has not
been directly addressed. However, analysis of erythropoiesis after transplant revealed that patients exhibit a
transient increase in HbF cells [99,100]. This increase
is also observed in nonhuman primates [101]. These
observations are consistent with our data indicating
that human SEPs generated in vitro express high levels
of g-globin and HbF and suggest that human BMP4dependent stress erythropoiesis contributes to erythroid
homeostasis after transplant.
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Historically, the use of PHZ to induce acute hemolytic anemia has been used to test murine mutations for
defects in stress erythropoiesis. This protocol allows
for the study of proliferation and differentiation of progenitor cells in the spleen and the concurrent development of the niche. Changes in bone marrow
erythropoiesis can easily be assessed at the same time.
Using this system, we have shown that unlike steadystate erythropoiesis, which constantly produces new
erythrocytes, BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis is
cyclical. The time from induction of anemia until the
pathway can fully respond to a secondary challenge is
28 days [17,21]. The mobilization of ST-HSCs from
the bone marrow and their homing to the spleen constitute a regulated process. Normal adult mice do not
have circulating ST-HSCs in the peripheral blood that
can be cultured in vitro to form SEPs. However, following PHZ-induced anemia, we observe an increase in
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) that can
generate SEPs when cultured (Supplementary Figure
E1, online only, available at www.exphem.org). We
see a peak at 60 hours after PHZ, which is a time
when the mouse is nearing recovery from anemia. Similarly, normal human donors do not have PBMCs that
give rise to SEPs when cultured. In contrast, when we
cultured PBMCs from sickle cell disease patients, 7 of
10 patients generated stress BFU-E. In each case in
which we observed stress BFU-E, culturing PBMCs led
to the generation of CD34+CD133+Kit+ SEPs
(Supplementary Figure E2, online only, available at
www.exphem.org). These data further underscore the
conservation of BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis
between humans and mice and indicate that patients
with sickle cell disease mobilize this conserved stress
erythropoiesis pathway.
Given its role in the inflammatory response, two
other in vivo models have been used to study BMP4dependent stress erythropoiesis in the context of
inflammatory anemia. Injection of heat-kill Brucella
abortus (HKBA) induces an inflammatory anemia in
approximately 7 days, and the mice recover over the
next 21 days [102,103]. HKBA injection mimics human
anemia of inflammation. A second kinetically similar
model uses lipopolysaccharide and the b-glucan zymosan A to induce a generalized chronic inflammatory
disease [17,104]. Anemia develops in approximately
7 days and resolves over the next 21 days. This model
rapidly induces stress erythropoiesis before the mice
exhibit overt anemia. Although they initially recover,
the mice progress to relapsing chronic anemia [17].
There are other infection-based models in which stress
erythropoiesis and anemia have been studied. The cecal
ligation and puncture (CLP) model results in a polymicrobial infection leading to anemia and is a model for
sepsis [105]. Similarly, infection with Salmonella leads
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to splenic stress erythropoiesis [106]. These models are
more complex models of inflammatory anemia induced
by infection in which the role of the adaptive immune
system must be considered.
Analysis of the BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis pathway in mice has laid the foundation for the
characterization of a conserved pathway in humans,
which is supported by the data from human in vitro
cultures and the analysis of SEPs in the peripheral
blood of patients. Despite these findings, the role of
BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis in responding to
anemic stress in humans is questioned. Most of the
uncertainty comes from the extramedullary nature of
murine stress erythropoiesis. In C57BL/6 mice, the
strain in which the BMP4-dependent pathway has been
most characterized, overt splenomegaly is observed and
there is a significant expansion of SEPs in the spleen
during the recovery period [19]. However, depending
on the treatment used to induce anemia and the strain
of mice used in the experiment, the splenomegaly and
expansion of SEP populations in the spleen are variable, and some strains exhibit little splenomegaly [20].
In humans, the location of stress erythropoiesis is confounded by the lack of experimental data. Extramedullary hematopoiesis and erythropoiesis are observed in
humans and are associated with pathological conditions
such as malignancy and anemia. Whether these cases
reflect BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis is not
known. In some cases, responses in the bone marrow
can further complicate the interpretation. For example,
in hemolytic anemia, bone marrow hypercellularity
with an expansion of erythroid progenitors is observed,
but splenomegaly is also seen [107]. It is not known
where compensatory erythropoiesis occurs.
In addition to mice, rats have historically been used
to study stress erythropoiesis. In an Experimental
Hematology article, Zhang et al. [108] suggested that
rats are a superior model for human stress erythropoiesis. The authors based that idea on the observation that
rats, like humans, have abundant bone marrow space,
which could allow increased bone marrow erythropoiesis in response to anemic stress. In contrast, the marrow space in mice is more restricted. The authors
found that ACI inbred rats respond to PHZ-induced
anemia by increasing the percentage of Kit+ and latestage erythroblasts in the bone marrow to a greater
extent than in the spleen. The authors did not observe
an increase in BMP4 expression in the spleen at the
time points assayed. The use of inbred strains illustrates both the strengths and the weakness of the rodent
system. Inbred strains reduce experimental variability,
but different inbred strains exhibit distinct responses to
anemic stress [20]. Analysis of the literature reveals
that the rat response to anemic stress varies between
inbred strains. As in C57BL/6 mice, the responses of

Wistar and Long Evans rats to PHZ-induced anemia
and Wistar rats to a model of inflammatory anemia
induce compensatory erythropoiesis in spleen rather
than bone marrow [109−112]. Furthermore, SpragueDawley rats not only increase splenic erythropoiesis in
response to PHZ and pregnancy; they also induce
BMP4-dependent stress erythropoiesis in a model of
lung injury and chronic stress [113,114]. We have
observed similar strain-specific differences in inbred
mice [33]. Despite its use in early studies of erythropoiesis and stress erythropoiesis, the rat has lagged
behind the mouse as an experimental system. The
reagents for the analysis of rat hematopoiesis are not
well developed. There are fewer mutant strains of rats,
although new mutants could be efficiently developed
using Crispr/Cas9 genome editing techniques [115].
Antibodies to cell surface markers that are well correlated with human cell surface markers have not been
developed. Despite these weaknesses, the experimental
techniques described above for the murine system have
been used or could be easily adapted to the rat system.
A more informative use of the rat system to study
stress erythropoiesis would only add to our knowledge
of stress erythropoiesis.
In addition to rodents, other vertebrate systems have
contributed to the study of stress erythropoiesis. Nonhuman primates have been used to study the regulation
of fetal hemoglobin in response to anemia. These studies indicated that responses in baboons mimic human
responses to anemia [116]. Although these studies have
played an important preclinical role in the development
of compounds to reactivate the expression of g-globin
in adults, the cost of these models and the experimental
limitations make their routine use unlikely.
Zebrafish as a vertebrate model organism provides a
powerful genetic system in which to study erythropoiesis and stress erythropoiesis. The use of standard
genetic screens and chemical genetic screens have
identified a number of mutations that affect hematopoiesis and erythropoiesis [117,118]. Analysis of these
mutants has identified new developmental processes
that are highly conserved in vertebrates. Although only
a few studies have looked at erythroid regeneration,
treatment with PHZ leads to increased erythropoietic
activity in the caudal hematopoietic tissue [119].
Whereas other studies have suggested a role for BMP
signaling in erythroid regeneration [120]. The use of
zebrafish to study stress erythropoiesis is promising
albeit not yet fully developed.
Conclusions
The study of stress erythropoiesis provides important
insight into the mechanisms by which the hematopoietic system compensates for the loss of erythrocytes
and erythroid production. New studies indicate that
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stress erythropoiesis is integrated into the inflammatory
response. A better understanding of these mechanisms
will enable us to exploit these pathways and develop
new therapeutics to treat anemia. Experimentally, the
murine system is the most advanced and exhibits high
conservation with human stress erythropoiesis. However, no single experimental system is perfectly informative, and only the integration of data from all these
experimental systems will promote our understanding
of human stress erythropoiesis.
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Supplemental Data and Methods

Supplemental methods
Induction of phenylhydrazine induced acute hemolytic
anemia [34] and isolation PBMCs. 6 to 8-week-old C57BL/
6 mice (Taconic) were injected with a single dose of phenylhydrazine (100mg/kg mouse in sterile PBS). Peripheral blood
was isolated by cardiac puncture at the indicated time points
and diluted into sterile PBS. The diluted peripheral blood
cells were layered onto Histopaque 1077 (Sigma-Aldritch)
and centrifuged. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) were isolated from the interface and washed twice
in PBS + 2% fetal bovine serum.
Stress erythropoiesis cultures. Stress erythropoiesis cultures were performed as previously done [34,44]. In short,
PBMCs were cultured in stress erythropoiesis differentiation
media (SEDM) containing IMDM media supplemented with
20% fetal bovine serum + Shh (25ng/mL) + BMP4 (15ng/
mL) + GDF15 (30ng/mL) + SCF (15ng/mL) + Epo (3ng/mL)
and cultured at 2%O2 for 5 days. Nonadherent progenitor
cells were assayed for stress BFU-E formation by plating 1 x
105 expanded cells/ mL of methylcellulose media (M3334
StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada), which con-
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tains 3 U/mL Epo. BFU-E colonies were stained with acid
benzidine stain and counted after 5-7 days of culture. Total
number of BFU-E in the expanded cells was calculated.
Isolation of PBMCs from Sickle cell anemia patients.
De-identified peripheral blood samples from patients suffering from sickle cell disease was obtained from Case Western
Reserve University Hospital. PBMCs were then isolated from
peripheral blood using Histopaque 1077 as described above
for murine PBMCs. Control PBMCs were purchased from
ReachBio. PBMCs obtained were plated at 1 x 106 cells/ml
stress erythropoiesis differentiation media containing human
growth factors. The cells were cultured for 5 days at 2% O2.
After 5 days of culture, the expanded nonadherent progenitor
cells were plated at 1x105 cells per ml in methylcellulose
media (H4330 StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) for assay of stress BFU-E colony formation. After
5 days of culture, colonies were stained with acid benzidine
and counted. Total number of BFU-E in the expanded cells
was calculated.
Flow cytometric analysis of human PBMCs. Prior to
culture in SEDM media and after 5 days of culture in
SEDM, human PBMC were analyzed for the expression of
KIT, CD34 and CD133 as previously described [44].

Figure E1. Generation of stress BFU-E from cultured peripheral blood mononuclear cells isolated from phenylhydrazine (PHZ) treated mice.
Mice were treated with a single dose of PHZ (100 mg/Kg mouse). At the indicated timepoints mice were euthanized and analyzed. Hematocrit
measurements are indicated in red (N=2-5 per time point). Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were isolated cultured in Stress erythropoiesis
differentiation media (SEDM) for 5 days. Stress BFU-E in the cultures were measured by colony assay in methylcellulose media containing Epo
cultured for 7 days. The total number of stress BFU-E in the expanded progenitor cells was calculated and graphed in blue. N=3-5 per time
point.
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Figure E2. Generation of stress BFU-E from peripheral blood mononuclear cells isolated from Sickle Cell Anemia patients. Peripheral blood
mononuclear cells were isolated from patients (UPN9 and UPN 15) with sickle cell disease or normal controls (HC2) and cultured in stress
erythropoiesis differentiation media (SEDM) for 5 days. (Top panels and bottom left) Representative flow cytometry analysis of PBMCs from
patients with sickle cell disease or normal controls (HC2) before and after culture in SEDM media for 5 days. (Bottom right) Total number of
stress BFU-E produced in each culture was calculated and graphed. UPN denotes a patient with sickle cell disease and HC1 and HC2 are normal
controls. ND no BFU-E colonies detected.

